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Analysis of Regional Slope Characteristicson Venus and Earth
VIRGIL L. SHARPTONI AND JAMESW. HEAD III
Departmentof GeologicalSciences,Brown University,Providence,RhodeIsland

Regionalslopevaluesfor earth and Venus are calculatedfor each 3ø x 3ø region of topography,and
the global characteristicsof these magnitudesare examined and compared. The effectson terrestrial
regional slopedue to ocean loading are treated by approximatingthe componentof seafloordepth due
to the weight of the overlying water column and removing this componentfrom the ocean topography.
Although regional slopeson Venus and earth span the same range, 0.00-2.4ø (+0.07ø), the slope frequencydistributionsfor the two planetsdiffer significantly.The most abundant regional slopevaluesfor
the terrestrialcases(earth and unloadedearth) are 0.0ø and reflectthe presenceof vast plains associated
with the continentalinteriors and ocean abyssalplain•. In contrast, Venus exhibits a peak in slope
frequencyat approximately0.09ø,perhapsindicatinglesseffectiveplanationprocesses
in the absenceof a
hydrosphere.Surfaceswith regionalslopevaluesof 0.07ø-0.24ø are substantiallymore common on Venus
than on earth.Slopesin this rangeare associated
with discretefeaturesin the lowlandand uplandrolling

plainsprovincesof Venusand may be indicativeof a geologicprocessthat is not commonlyobservedon
earth. Only 14 + 1% of all Venus surfaceshave regionalslopesabove0.24ø, comparedto 26 + 1% for
earth. When mean regionalslopeis calculatedas a functionof elevation,a distinctivepositivecorrelation
is expressedon Venus.In contrast,the terrestrialcasesexhibit a complexrelationshipmarked by four
modesrelatedto the presenceon earth of an active hydrosphere-driven
weatheringregime,a distinctive
crustal dichotomy,and plate tectonics.The distinctionsin the regional slope characteristicsbetween
Venus and earth point to a simpler,lessdiversifiedgeologyon Venus.

tion).Usingthemethod
outlined
in theappendix,
wecaiculate

INTRODUCTION

Regional slope is a scale-dependentparameter that describesthe planar surfacegradient averaged over a relatively
broad area of topography. As such,it has a fundamental relevance to the geologicalevolution of a planetary surface:it is
controlled by the interaction of those processeswhich tend to
increase or reduce surface relief (e.g., tectonism, volcanism,
impact cratering,weathering,viscousrelaxation) and, in turn,
exerts control on the erosion, transportation, and deposition
of surface materials.

The Pioneer Venus (PV) radar experiment provided over
200,000 altimetry measurementswith a vertical accuracy of
200 m [Pettengill et al., 1980], coveringover 93% of the surface of Venus. These data have been compiled into a 1ø x 1ø
global topographic data set for surfacesbetween 65øS and
78øNlatitude.Masurskyet al., [1980] usedthesedata to compare the global hypsometryof Venus and earth and to classify
global physiographicprovinceson Venus as follows: lowlands
(regionswith elevationsless than the Venus datum of 6051.0
km, forming 27% of the surface),upland rolling plains (Venus
datum to + 2.0 km, comprising65% of the surface),and highlands (regionsabove + 2 km, constituting 8% of the surface).
The hypsometric curves, the global topographic provinces,
and featureswithin the provinceshave provided a basisfor the
analysisof the geologicalprocessesshaping the surface of
Venus [Pettengill et al., 1980; Masursky et al., 1980; Arvidson
and Davies, 1981; Head et al., 1981; Phillips et al., 1981; Brass
and Harrison, 1982; Solomon and Head, 1982; McGill et al.,
1983].

Here we first analyze the altitude frequencydistribution for
Venus (derived from the PV data discussedabove) and earth
(derived from the Rand 1ø global data of equivalent resolu-

the regional slope valuescorrespondingto the 3ø x 3ø region
centered about each elevation measurement

in the Venus and

earth topography (Figure 1). The standard error of individual
regional slope valuesis calculatedto be 0.035ø, yielding a 0.95
confidence interval of +0.07 ø about each measurement. We

describe the range and frequency distribution of slopes on
Venus and earth, analyze trendsin mean regional slopeversus
elevation, and examine the effectson terrestrial regional slope
resulting from the removal of the ocean load from seafloor
topography.Finally, we discussthe similaritiesand differences
of the two planets in terms of these parameters. In a separate
paper [Sharpton and Head, 1984] we present the regional
slopecharacteristicsfor major topographyfeaturesdiscernible
on Venus at PV resolution and compare these with slope
,

features associated with terrestrial landforms.
OBSERVATIONS

Altitude-FrequencyDistribution

On the basisof Pioneer Venus altimetry data, elevationson
Venus range from 6049.0 to 6062.1 km, over 13 km. For earth
the range of elevations is 19.7 km. When elevations are
averaged over regions comparable to the PV baseline (approximately 100 x 100 km), the global range is reduced to
15.4 km [Head et al., 1981]. Although the range of elevations
on Venus is smaller than that of earth, the full range of Venus
has probably not been sampled becauseof the large average

footprintsize.This, however,wouldnot contributetO the differencesin regional slope properties of Venus and earth discussedbelow becauseboth planetary data setsare of equivalent resolution.

The elevation frequencydistributions for Venus and earth

are shown in Figure 2. Comparisonsof the topographyof
Now at Earth Physics Branch, Energy, Mines and Resources
Canada, Ottawa, Ontario.

Venus and earth must consider the influence of the load of

terrestrialoceanson the lithosphere,and the temperaturedif-
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ferences between Venus and earth, both of which relate to the

topographic evolution of the oceanic lithosphere thermal
boundary layer [Arvidsonand Davies, 1981; Head et al., 1981].
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Fig. 1. Regionalslopemapsof earth(top)andVenusproducedby the methoddiscussed
in the appendix.Regionalslope
valuesincrease
with brightness
in 0.1øincrements;
therangeof valuesextendsto 2.4øon bothplanets.

Although we correct only for the ocean load, the effectsof
unloading the seafloorand increasingsurfacetemperature to
correspondto Venus conditions are similar [Arvidson and
Davies,1981]. The distinctcontrastbetweenthe earth's bimodal distribution and the strong unimodal distribution of
Venus is obviousin Figure 2. Unloading of the earth's oceans
shiftsseafloortopographyto higherelevations,but the characteristic bimodal distribution

is retained.

Slope-FrequencyDistribution

The relationshipbetweenregionalslopeand percentsurface
area for earth, unloaded earth, and Venus is shown by Figure

3. The general
shapeof thesecurves
canbe described
by a
functionrelatingregionalslopeand percentarea of the form
A = kS•, where A is percenttotal surfacearea (expressedas a
fraction),S is regionalslopein degrees,and k and • are constants.Table 1 gives the values of these constantsand the
correlation coefficientassociatedwith the least square fits as
well as the mean,median, and range for each slopefrequency
curve shownin Figure 3. When calculatedover a regional
baselineof about 300 km, surfaceslopesrange from 0ø to 2.4ø

(+0.07 ø) for both earth and Venus.The mean Venus slope
(0.14ø + 0.001ø)is lower than that of the earth (0.21ø + 0.001ø)
but close to the mean unloaded earth slope (0.16ø + 0.001ø).
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TABLE 1. Regional SlopeFrequencyDistribution Statistics
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The k, •, and R2 refer to the constantof proportionality,the exponent, and the correlation coefficient,respectively,of the least
squaresexponential regressionline fitting each regional slope frequencyrelationship.The mode, mean, median, and range refer to the
statisticsof the actual data as they are presentedin Figure 3. Total
number of data points in eachpopulation is 49,320.
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which representsabout 26% of the planet's surfacearea. For
Venus the mode occurs between 0.07ø and 0.1ø and represents
about 23% of the surface, whereas only about 20% of the
Venusian surfacefalls in the 0.0ø-0.07ø range. These observations indicatea global deficiencyin regionallyflat surfaceson
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Venuscomparedto earth. On the other hand, slopesbetween
0.07ø and 0.24ø are substantially more abundant on Venus
than on earth' about 66% of the surface of Venus and ap-

proximately48% of the terrestrialsurfacehaveregionalslopes
falling in this range.In addition, only 14 + 1% of the Venusian surfacehas slopesgreaterthan 0.24ø, whereas26 + 1% of
0

2.5

5

Elevation,

7.5

the earth's surfaceare in this range.

10

km

The slope characteristicsof the unloaded earth curve are

Fig. 2. Differential hypsogramsfor the three topographic data
setsusedin this analysis.All three data setsare of equivalentspatial
and vertical resolution. Each plot illustrates the frequency of occurrenceof surfaceelevationsgroupedin 100-m elevationincrements.

even less like those of Venus. About

33 + 1% of unloaded

earth's surface has approximately 0.0ø slope, exceedingthe
Venus value by about 13%. In the slope range between0.07ø

For both terrestrial cases, 0.0-km elevation refers to sea level; for

and 0.24 ø there is little variation

Venus,elevationsare referencedto a planetary radius of 6051.0 km.

curves' Venus has a significantlylarger percentage(66 + 1%)

between the two terrestrial

of its total surface within this interval than does the unloaded

earth (47 + 1%). It is only for slopesgreater than about 0.3ø
The frequencydistribution of regional slopeson Venus and
earth are broadly similar, but they show wide variation in
detail.

The modal regionalslopevalue for the earth curve is 0.0ø,
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are lessenedslightly from 8 + 1% (loaded)to 6 + 1% (unload-

ed). In order to interpretthe geologicalsignificance
of these
data, information on the relationshipof slopesand elevations
is requiredso that slopescan be related to geologicand geomorphologicprovinces.
Correlation of Mean Slope and Elevation

_

30

that the differences between the Venus and earth distributions

0.8

0.9

1

Slope, degrees

Fig. 3. Regional slope frequency diagram for the three topographic data sets used in this analysis.Each plot illustrates the frequency of occurrenceof regional slopeswith data grouped such that
the first interval, plotted at 0.0ø, includesregional slopesin the range
of 0.0ø-0.07ø' all other intervalsare 0.035ø wide and are plotted at the
minimum slopevalue.Seetext and appendixfor details.

The relation between regional slope values and elevations
can be establishedby calculating the mean slope value for
each 100-m elevation interval and displaying this together
with the standard deviation associatedwith each mean slope
value. On Venus there is a distinct positive correlation between mean slope and altitude (Figure 4). Lowest elevations
(-2.0 to -1.5 km) are characterizedby relativelyhigh mean
slopes,which are stronglyinfluencedby the presenceof linear,
steep-sidedtroughs(chasmata)in and around Aphrodite Terra
and Beta Regio [Schaber, 1982; Campbellet al., 1984]. This
zone is followed by an elevation range characterizedby constant regional slope (about 0.1ø) extending to elevations of
approximately0.3 km. From 0.3 to 3.5 km the regionalslope
increasesconsistentlywith elevation. Above 3.5 km, mean regional slopevarieswidely with elevation,but a distinctdepression in slopeis apparentbetween3.5 and 5.0 km corresponding to high plateau regions within westernAphrodite Terra,
Lakshmi Planum, and eastern Ishtar Terra. For elevations

above 4.5 km the mean slopesare extremelyhigh and highly
variable, reflecting the mountainous terrain characteristicof
theseelevations.Standard deviations of the mean slope values
are only slightly lower than the slope value itself, suggesting
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Fig. 4. Mean regionalslopeas a functionof elevationfor Venus
(solid line). Diamonds indicate the standard deviation associatedwith

the mean slopefor each elevationinterval. "Sputniks"denoteinfrequent occurrencesof high mean slope at very low elevations.Labels
give the approximate location of terrain featureswhich may influence
the mean slope values.Topographic province ranges[Masursky et al.,
1980] are also denoted. Elevations are referencedto the planetary
radius 6051.0 km. Mean regional slope values calculated for surfaces
between - 1.0 and 4.0 km elevation
than 0.01 ø.

-2.5

have 0.95 confidence

levels of less

5

Fig. 6. Mean regional slope as a function of elevation for the
unloaded earth (solid line). Symbols are the same as in Figure 4. The
techniqueused to producethe unloadedearth topographyis given in
the appendix.

marked by major or abrupt changesin mean slope.The lowlandsand the lower part of the upland rolling plains(- 1.5 to
+0.3 km) are characterizedby constant mean slopesof approximately 1ø and low standarddeviations.Furthermore,the
transition

that the terrain occurring at a given elevation is relatively
variable in slope magnitude. Furthermore, the standard deviations increase systematicallywith elevation and equal or
exceedthe mean slopevaluesabove about 4.5 km.
The specificboundariesof the major physiographicprovinces of Venus [Masursky et al., 1980] do not appear to be

2.5

km

between this elevation

interval

and the broad inter-

val marked by increasingslope valueswith elevation(0.3-3.5
km) is gradational with regard to mean slope and standard
deviation. Thus no distinct boundary between the lowlands
and the upland rolling plains is discernible,nor is there any
discretechange in mean slope properties within these provinces to indicate a geologicalbasis for their separation.Be-

tweenapproximately0.3 and 3.5 km, regionalslopeincreases
systematicallywith elevation. For discussionwe divide this
Earth

elevation interval into three zones on the basis of inflections in
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mean slope and standard deviation: a lower zone from about
0.3 to 1.3 km, a middle zone from 1.3 to 2.4 km, and an upper
zone from 2.4 to 3.5 km. Analysisof the areal distribution of
regional slope features[Sharptonand Head, 1984] revealsthat
the lowlandsand upland rolling plains provincescontain two
typesof slopefeatures(Figure 1): (1) small (lessthan about 7ø
wide) regionsof 0.0ø-0.1ø slope,separatedby (2) narrow linear,
arcuate or circular featureswith regional slope values in the
range of 0.1ø-0.2ø, whose frequencyof occurrenceincreases
with elevation. Thus the increase in mean slope within the
lower zone (0.3-1.3 km) in Figure 4 appears to reflect the
increasedabundanceof this 0.1ø-0.2ø slopecomponent as elevation increases(Figure 2) rather than a systematicsteepening
of slope with elevation. The margins of the major highland
regionsare marked by distinct high regional slopefeaturesin
the range of 0.1ø-0.4ø [Sharpton and Head, 1984]. The incor-

porationof thesehighlandmarginslopes(Figure2) appearsto

be responsiblefor the middle zone (1.3-2.4 km; Figure 4). The
upper zone (2.4-3.5 km) is marked by larger variations in
Fig. 5. Mean regional slope as a function of elevation for earth
mean
slope and standard deviation than the lower and middle
(solid line). Diamondsare standarddeviations."Sputniks"signify
zones.This is the transition zone between the steepbut varismall proportion of deep ocean surfacesassociatedprimarily with
ocean trenches. Dashed line indicates localized terrain associated with
able highland margins and the highland interiors (characthe Tibetan Plateau and Himalayan Front. Labels denote approxi- terized by interior ruggedterrain and high plateaus).The ocmate elevations of major terrain features influencing mean slope
currence of these diverse terrain components appears to exvalues. Mean regional slope values calculated for surfacesbetween
plain the large variation in mean slope and high dispersion
-4.0 and 2.5 km elevation have 0.95 confidence levels of less than
O.Ol o.
characteristicof this elevation range. The broad elevation
Elevation,

km
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range (approximately 2 km) of highland margin slopes is
partly becausethe margins do not parallel elevation contours
and partly becausethe steeplyslopingmarginsof Beta Regio,
Aphrodite Terra, and Ishtar Terra do not occur at the same
elevation interval. The highland margins, therefore, do not
appear to be an expressionof an ancient ocean on Venus
[Donahue, 1982] unlessconsiderablesurface deformation has
occurredsubsequently.
The relationship of mean slope and elevation on earth appears to be considerablydifferent and more complex (Figure
5) than is the caseon Venus (Figure 4). The earth showsfour
specific modes. At the lowermost elevations, mean slope is
high, but highly variable, representingthe topography characteristic of oceanictrenchesand their surroundings.Mean slope
decreaseswith increasingelevationin the ocean basinsuntil a
trough is reachedat about -5 km, signifyingthe location of
the regionsof flat abyssalplains. Mean slope showsa steady
increasewith elevation between -5.0 and -2.5 km, representing the thermal boundary layer topography associated
with oceanic ridges and rises. Between -2.5 and sea level
occursa broad peak representingthe relatively steepslopesof
the continental slope regionsand the flanks of numerous seamounts and islands. The major trough associatedwith sea
level representsthe continental shelves(below sea level) and
continental coastal plains (above sea level). Above about 0.5
km mean slopebeginsa steadyincreasethrough old mountain
belts and continental plateaus (0.5-0.8 km) toward the high
plateaus, young mountain belts and ice caps which form the
third major peak. A final trough is encountered at + 5 km
before the slope increasesagain in the regions of highest topography on earth associatedwith the Himalayan Front. This
trough is primarily an expressionof the relatively flat nature
of the Tibetan

Plateau when examined at this scale.

Thus the earth's polymodal distribution of mean regional
slope as a function of elevation differs markedly from the
generally positive increase of mean slope with elevation for
Venus. On earth the different parts of the distribution owe
their major characteristicsto specificprocessesor factors.The
lowermost peak is related to tectonic subduction zones. The
systematicincreasein mean regional slope from about -5.0
to -2.5 km is due predominantly to the characteristicsof the
coolingthermal boundary layer of the oceaniclithosphereand
(to a lesserdegree)the mantling of this seafloor topography by
pelagic sediments.The steepslopesbetween -2.5 km and sea
level are due primarily to the densityand thicknessdifferences
between continental and oceanic crust and are accentuated by
the differencesbetweenactive and passivecontinentalmargins
and age of passivemargins (thermal structure; erosion and
sedimentation).The areas of high slopes above sea level are
primarily related to mountain and plateau topography associated with convergent plate boundaries. The areas of lowest
slopes(centered at -5 km and sea level) are associatedwith
atmosphericand hydrosphericerosion and depositional processes(continental shieldsand plains, continental shelves,and
abyssalplains).
Mean regional slope as a function of elevation for the unloaded earth is shownin Figure 6. The major characteristicsof
the distribution remain the same.However, slopesbelow sea
level are shifted to higher elevations, the "abyssal plains"
trough is broadened as unloaded oceanic lithosphere is decreasedin slope, and there is a correspondingdecreasein the
amplitude of the continental slope peak as elevation differencesbetween continental shelvesand adjacent ocean floor
decrease.

AND EARTH
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DISCUSSION

Although there are major differencesbetween the shapesof
the mean slope versus elevation plots for Venus and earth
(Figures 4, 5, and 6), there are also some similarities. The
trough in mean slope values surrounding sea level is largely
due to the erosional and depositional influence of water. If
water

erosion

and sea level were absent from

the earth

envi-

ronment, slopes in this elevation interval would not be as
subdued and the trough in mean slope values would be correspondinglylessdeep, if it existedat all. Second,removal of the
oceanicload on the lithosphere (Figure 6) decreasesthe slopes
associatedwith the thermal boundary layer ocean rise topography and those associatedwith the continental slopes.Addition of the temperature differencefactor would enhancethese
changes.These major influences would tend to modify the
earth mean regional slope diagram (Figure 5) to appear more
similar to the Venus mean regional slope diagram (Figure 4).
The correlation of mean slope and elevation provides the
data necessaryto analyze the slope frequencydistribution for
Venus and earth (Figure 3). The abundanceof very low slopes
on earth relative to Venus can be attributed to the presenceon
earth of oceanic abyssal plains, continental interiors (shields
and platform sediments),shelves,and coastal plains. Areas of
comparable smoothness are not statistically abundant on
Venus

but

are

most

common

in

the

lowlands

and

lower

upland rolling plains provinces.There is an abundanceof intermediate value (0.07o-0.24ø) slopes on Venus relative to
earth. Slopesin this interval are typical of the upland rolling
plains, and as this province comprises65% of the surface of
Venus, the majority of these slope values are associatedwith
this province. On earth, oceanicridges and risesand a range
of continental topography fall in this slope interval [Sharpton
and Head, 1984] but do not make up as significant a portion
of the surfaceof the planet. The abundanceof steeperslopes
on earth relative to Venus is causedby the higher percentage
of earth "highlands" (continents),the large number of relatively recentmountain ranges,the occurrenceof trenches,and
the presenceof continental slopessurrounding terrestrial continental regions.
CONCLUSIONS

The range of regional slopes(calculatedover 3ø x 3ø areas)
on Venus and earth is essentially the same, although the fre-

quency distribution is quite different for the two planets. On
Venus the model slope is distinctly higher than earth's, indicating an abundance on earth of regionally flat surfacesrelative to Venus. While Venus displays a relative paucity of regionally flat surfaces,it has an abundance of surfaces with
intermediate slopes (approximately 0.07ø-0.24ø). Relatively
steep regional slopes(above approximately 0.24ø) occur more
frequently on earth than on Venus. Removal of the ocean load
from the seafloor does not dramatically alter these major
trends in slope frequency distribution. The mean regional
slope of Venus increasessystematically with elevation, while
earth'sis distinctly polymodal, even when taking into account
temperature and lithospheric load differencesbetween Venus
and earth.

We conclude that Venus and earth show fundamental

differ-

encesin termsof the distributionof large-scaleregionalslopes.
We interpret thesedifferencesto be due to the interactionof at
least three factors:

Atmosphere/hydrosphere.The earth's atmosphere and hydrosphere and their role in erosional and depositional processesare clearly a fundamental factor in the production of
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smaller, more numerous plates unless these plates are constrainedto be only a few hundred kilometerswide.
Finally, we note that Venus shows a relatively systematic
increasein mean regional slopewith elevation (Figure 4) while
Venus are that erosion and sedimentation are not so efficient
the mean slope/elevationrelationship for earth (Figure 5) is
at producingand maintaininglow slopesas they are on earth. punctuated in several places. This difference suggeststhat
Venus is characterizedby a simpler and lessdiverse interplay
Furthermore, if Venus once had an ocean of global proportions [Donahue,1982], it was not as widespreador influential of formation and destructional processesthan is earth. The
on topographic slopesas is earth's, or, alternatively, subse- paucity of flat regional surfaceson Venus relative to earth
appears to indicate that degradation and aggradation proquent eventshave obscuredits effects.
Lateral crustal density and thicknessdifferences. Density cesses(e.g.,erosion,deposition,volcanicinfilling) are relatively
and thickness differences between continental
and oceanic
ineffectiveon Venus. In addition, the abundanceof regional
crust on earth are responsiblein part for the bimodality of slopes on Venus between approximately 0.07ø and 0.24ø
earth's hypsogram(Figure 2) and for the peak in the mean implies either that surface processesare not effective at reregionalslope/elevationdistribution(Figure 5) representedby ducing slopesbeyond this range or that some geologicalprocontinental slopes.On Venus a unimodal hypsometriccurve cess operates on Venus to preferentially generate landforms
(Figure 2) and the lack of a strongpeak in the mean slope/ele- with regional slope characteristicsin this range.
vation profile could be interpretedas evidenceagainstdistinct
APPENDIX
lateral variations in crustal properties. We feel that this conData. The global terrestrial data set used in this regional
clusionis premature,however,becausethe abundanceof highlands on Venus is less than one third that of continents on
slope analysiswas the revisedScrippsInstitute 1ø tabulation
earth !-Morgan and Phillips, 1983; Phillips and Malin, 1983; [Gates and Nelson, 1975a, b]. These data form a digital grid of
Phillips et al., 1981] and crustal thicknessvariations could elevation values averaged over each 1ø latitude by 1ø lonoffsetthe isostaticheight differencesexpectedfrom lateral den- gitude cell (lø/pixel). The Pioneer Venus altimetry measuresity variations (high-density crust could be proportionally ments were compiled into a comparable 1ø grid using spatial
thicker than low-density crust). In addition, viscousdefor- averaging and interpolation techniquessimilar to those dismation may smooth out isostaticheight variations on Venus cussed by Arvidson et al. [-1982]. The Venus topographic
[-Weertmann,1979; Solomonet al., 1982]. Major Venus high- coverageextendsfrom 62øSto 75øN, and only earth topograland regions are surroundedby continuousnarrow zones of phy within this range was considered.As Venus and earth are
increased regional slope comparable to, but lower in mag- comparable in size (Rv = 0.95 Re), elevations are averaged
nitude than, terrestrial continental slopes[Sharptonand Head, over virtually equivalent surface areas for both topographic
1984]. Thus density and thicknessdifferencesbetweenVenus grids; thus variations in slope characteristicsbetweenthe two
highlandscrust and surroundingregionscannot be ruled out planetsshouldnot be due to scalevariations.
The "unloadedearth" data representthe effectson elevation
at the presenttime on the basisof thesedata.
Tectonic regime. Portions of the terrestrial slope charac- and regional slope the seafloorwould undergo if the load of
teristics are clearly but not uniquely related to earth plate the overlying water column were removed and this topogratectonics(e.g., low slopesrelated to old oceanic lithosphere, phy were allowed to isostaticallyreequilibrate. To approxiincreasingslopesas a function of elevationrelative to thermal mate the unloaded earth topography, a correction, relating
boundary layer topography, and steep slopesrelated to sub- unloaded seafloordepths du to loaded depths d•, was applied
duction zones and convergent continent-continent plate to the earth topography. The correction factor used (duboundaries).Becauseof the nonuniquenessof the correlations 0.7d•)is basedon relationshipsdevelopedby Parsonsand Sclaan assessment
of the presenceor absenceof plate tectonicson ter [1977] and further discussedby Head et al. [1981].
Venus cannot be made on the basis of these data alone. HowAs the Scrippsdata were compiledfrom visual estimatesof
various charts and topographic maps, the errors associated
ever, Venus slope characteristicssuggestthat the Venus lowlands and rolling uplands differ from plate tectonicdominated with the elevation values for earth depend upon the availoceaniclithosphereon earth. The much higher frequencyof ability of terrain data and the complexity of the topography
intermediate level slopes on Venus suggeststhat broad ex- within each 1ø cell. However, no error estimates accompany
panses of older, relatively flatter oceanic type lithosphere thesedata, and none have been published subsequently.Thus,
in order to evaluate data accuracy we compared these data
would not be as abundant as on earth, if present at all. A
decreasein plate size and an increasein the number of plates with 1ø regions covered by various bathymetry charts of the
could cause an increased abundance of intermediate slopes seafloor [Chase et al., 1970; Mammerickx et al., 1975] and the
30-s digital data for the western United States. Data for the
such as that observedon Venus. Thus the regional slope recontinental regions typically agreed within a few tens of
lationships presentedhere demonstrate that the Venus lowlands and upland rolling plains are different from the earth's meters with regionsof high and variable relief having differocean floor but do not establish the tectonic origin of these ences of up to 300 m. Precision of ocean measurementsis
differences.The surfacedistribution of regional sloeson Venus variable and reflectsthe uneven topographic coverageof the
(Figure 1), however, reveals that features with intermediate deep oceans.Most areas of poor topographic coverage,howslope values (0.1ø-0.2ø) form a systematic arrangement ever, are abyssalplains regions of low relief, and thus interpothroughout most of the lowlands and upland rolling plains, lation across these regions probably does not introduce
dividing theseprovincesinto small,flat-lying regionstypically seriouserrors in the average measurements.We found good
lessthan about 7ø wide. These features appear to account for
agreementbetween the Scripps digital data and the bathythe relative abundance of regional slopes in this range on metry charts; differenceswere typically lessthan 100 m. Thus,
Venus compared to earth. Thus these intermediate Venus for the earth topography overall a reasonableestimate of the
slopesdo not appear to be expressionsof the boundariesof standarderror appearsto be 100 m.

the abundance of very low slopeson earth relative to Venus.
In addition, the localization of sea level at a specificelevation
range is largely responsiblefor one of the major troughsin the
earth mean slope/elevation distribution. Implications for
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The overall standard error associatedwith PV altimetry is andsj arethesamplecovariance
andvariancetermsgivenby
200 m [Pettengill et al., 1980]. This error, however,is a func2 = {1/(N- 1)• [1/a,2(Xj- XjXzj - •j))
tion of (among other things)elevationand surfaceroughness. sk:
For low elevations that are relatively smooth (such as the
ß[(l/N)
(8)
lowlands and the lower portions of the upland rolling plains)
(9)
the standard error is about 50 m (P. Ford, personalcommuni- sj'-= {1/(N- 1)Z [1/a,2(X•- X)2]}[(1/N) Z 1/•,2]-1
cation, 1984). In addition, averaging several individual and
measurements

within

a cell also reduces the standard

error in

the 1ø topographic grid. We thus consider 100 m to be a
representativeerror estimate associatedwith the Venus 1ø topography.
Method. To derive the regional slope values,a spatial filtering algorithm was applied to the topography data sets of
Venus and earth. For this analysisthe filter window was set at
3 x 3 pixels to discriminateslope variations over 3ø x 3ø regions. The nine altimetry data points falling within the filter
window were usedto calculatea bestfit plane by meansof the
least squaresregressioncriterion

E (Zi- •i)2 is minimized

(1)

•Skz

- {1/(N- 1)• [1/ai2(X•- J•)]}[(1/N) • l/a, 2]-•
(10)

The uncertaintyin the coefficient
a• is obtainedby combining
(6) and (7)

rraj
2 -- [1/(N- 1)(1/sj2)rjj-a][(1/N)
• 1/rri2]
-•

For the planarcasewith two variablecoefficients,
rji is an
element within the 2 x 2 matrix of partial correlation coefficients.Upon inversion and simplification,

-1

wherezi is the elevationvalueat eachlocationi and •i is the
calculatedelevationof the planeat that point.Thus
2i = ao + algi + a2ri

(2)

f(ao, al, a2)= Y'•[z- (ao+ alX + a2y)]2

form as

Zxi ao [•',zi]
n •',
Xi ZXiYi
I ai = !•Xizi[
X i EXi 2

LEri Exiri Zy•2j a

The varianceof the slopeof the regression
plane av2 is

OV

[EYiizij

(5)

This value was stored in an output file at a location correspondingto the topographydata point currently at the center
was advanced

(13)

Thus by (6) the variance of the planar slope as a function of
the variancesof the partial regressioncoefficientsa•, a2 is
given by

0¾2
= a120'at
2q_
a220'a22
(a• 2 + a22)

(14)

Finally, the error estimateof the regional slope calculationsin
degreesis obtained by

regressioncoefficientsof (2). The maximum slopeof this plane
(in degrees)isgiven by

V = tan-l(a12 + a22)1/2

aj

0aj (a•2 q_a22)1/2

(4)

Thesystem
c;fequations
issolved
forao,al, anda2,thepartial

The filter window

(12)

calculatedby differentiating the argument of (5) with respect

(3)

To satisfy(1), the minimum of (3) is found by partial differentiation to generatethe normal equationshere expressedin

of the filter window.

s12s22

rjj = 1-- (S12
2)2
to al, a 2 ß

Equation (1) can be expressedas

matrix

(11)

avø= tan- • (o'v2)
1/2

(15)

The surface distance subtended by one degree of latitude
decreasesas the cosine of latitude. Thus, for the 1ø Venus and

earth data, the regional slopes are calculated over smaller

1ø and

the procedure repeated until all data within each topography
array were processedto generatethe regional slope relationshipsusedin this analysis.
Error analysis. The uncertaintiesin the partial regression

0.06

coefficients
a• (j = 1, 2), arisingfrom random,independent

0.04

errors in the elevation measurements,can be evaluated by
combining the uncertaintiesof the individual data points a•

withtheeffect
each
datapointhasonthedetermination
ofthe
coefficients
0.02

O'aj
2---E [ø'i2(Oaj/•2i)
2]

(6)

summingover i - 1, 9.
The derivative can be evaluated [Be•ington, 1969] as

0,00
0

•aj
•Zi - k=l
• [1
•j$5
1rj•,_l(C3Snz2•]
k,(•Zi ,/._]
(7)
wheren is the numberof variablecoefficients,
r•, is thejkth
elementof the matrixr of partialcorrelationcoefficients,
Snz
2

, , , , I ....

I .....
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40

latitude,

I ....
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I , ,
80

degrees

Fig. 7. Latitude dependenceof the standard error in regional
slope calculation derived by assuming a 100-m error in elevation
measurementsand equal weighting of latitude and longitude partial
regressioncoefficients.
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areas at higher latitudes. If a constant vertical error of 100 m
is assumed,avø increaseswith latitude, as shown in Figure 7.
Over

90%

of the data

occur within

60 ø and therefore

have

errors less than 0.035ø; all data have standard errors less than
0.07 ø. Therefore

we conclude

that a reasonable

estimate

of the

standard error associated with the regional slope data is
0.035ø and the 0.95 confidenceinterval about each regional
slopemeasurementis 0.07ø.
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